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Introduction

SMEs play a pivotal role in sustaining
employment and creating income and
prosperity (Lange et al., 2000). Within the UK,
the percentage of the workforce employed by
Abstract
SMEs has risen from 58 per cent in 1979 to 67
The rapid advancement in
information and communication
per cent today (Lange et al., 2000).
technologies (ICTs) has brought
Governments around the world are placing
enormous business opportunities
increasing importance upon the success of
as well as challenges. One of
these challenges is the demand
small business entrepreneurs and providing
for ICTs skills and expertise in
increased resources to support this emphasis
adopting and implementing these
(Burgess, 2001). It has been widely recognised
emerging technologies. Coping
that small firms’ survival and success is
with skills shortage poses a
serious challenge across all
crucial to any nation’s economic stability.
European countries. Lack of ICTs
However, the abilities and skills of employees
skills and knowledge is more
evident in small- and medium-sized will be crucial to the prosperity of SMEs
enterprises (SMEs). As training is (Clarke and Gibson-Sweet, 1998) as an acute
regarded as the most effective
skill shortage could hamper a company’s
way of improving skills and
ability to stay competitive and sustainable.
enhancing knowledge, this paper
To help SMEs to cope with the increasing
attempts to address skills
shortage at pan-European level by demand on improving their skills for
identifying SMEs’ needs on ICTs
adopting e-commerce and e-business,
training in the UK, Portugal and
Poland. The investigation focuses training is often seen as the most effective
on the most needed training areas, way to fulfil this task. A pilot project
the required training levels and the
supported by the European Commission’s
preferred training delivery
Leonardo da Vinci programme was set up to
channels. The paper summarises
address training needs issues in information
findings from three-country
investigations and highlights the
and communication technologies (ICTs) and
implications of findings for the
to develop on-line training and support
design and development of a
Web-based training system for the systems for SMEs. To provide the training in
use of ICTs in SMEs.
the most needed areas at the most
appropriate levels, surveys, interviews and
focus groups were conducted among five
participating countries. Winch and
McDonald (1999) argue that to facilitate SMEs
to cope with changes, more innovative new
approaches to SMEs skill development is
needed. Therefore, the pilot project also aims
Journal of European Industrial
to develop a Web-based training system as a
Training

low cost, easy access and flexible training
option to SMEs. The empirical studies
reported in this paper provide valuable
guidelines for the development of such an online training system.
This paper reports the survey findings on
training needs identification in the UK,
Portugal and Poland. It attempts to address
the following questions:
What are the most needed ICTs training
areas in SMEs?
At what level should the training be
delivered?
Do the managers in different European
countries have different training needs?
What are the major considerations for the
development of a Web-based training
system, which will be beneficial to SMEs
in different countries?
UK, Portugal and Poland could be portrayed
as being at three different levels on the use of
ICTs, especially e-commerce adoption.
According to Burton (1999), Scandinavia,
Holland, Germany and the UK have emerged
as the leaders in Web usage and e-commerce.
Italy, Spain, Greece and Portugal are
classified as ``Europe’s e-commerce alsorans’’. Eastern Europe is largely barren in
terms of e-commerce. Cultural, political and
economic factors would affect the adoption of
e-commerce, but the intention for this
research is to seek ways to improve the
current ICTs adoption by providing effective
training. It is hoped that involving countries
at different levels of e-commerce adoption
would provide useful insight into the
training issues at the pan-European level,
and help to develop more effective training
systems for SMEs across Europe.
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The definition of SMEs varies in different
countries. For the purposes of this research,
a small and medium sized business is defined
as having between 10 and 249 employees. This
working definition is in line with the
definition provided by European
Commission (Department of Trade and
Industry (DTI), 2000).

ICTs skill challenge for SMEs
The applications of ICTs have revolutionised
the way that a business is conducted.
E-commerce offers companies tremendous
opportunities to improve their business
performance in a new and innovative way.
However, despite the widespread use of
numerous electronic tools, SMEs are
described as the slowest sector to embrace ecommerce (Mehling, 1998; Poon and
Swatman, 1999). For many small businesses,
e-commerce seems like a confusing
nightmare. They are not able to react to the
rapid changes brought about by this
emerging technology, but on the other hand
they are scared to be left behind and
therefore eager to embrace the technology
(Hobson, 2000). The fear of being left behind
was also recognized by focus group
discussions conducted by Mullins et al.
(2000).
For example, in Poland, most Polish
managers do not recognise the need to
compete in the pursuit of modern
technologies. The introduction of e-business
solutions is, more often than not, enforced by
external, typically foreign, partners.
According to the TRICTSME Report
(University of Economics, 2000), this might
be attributed to:
the lack of adequate technical
infrastructure;
insufficient awareness of the
opportunities offered by the latest
technology solutions;
shortage of competent and experienced
workforce;
negative attitudes toward the Internet and
the mass media; and
the lack of specialised training.
The potential benefit of e-commerce and
e-business in SMEs would only be realised by
the capable managers who can deal with the
emerging technology and implement the
technologies wisely. Allison (1999) argues
that a skilled and knowledgeable work force
is closely linked with the successful
implementation of technology. A highly
skilled workforce is key to increased

competitiveness and sustainable growth
(Lange et al., 2000). However, skill shortage
has been recognised as one of the challenges
facing global e-commerce by Bingi and
Khamalah (2000). The demand for highly
knowledgeable and skilled managers and
workforce places enormous pressure upon
companies to improve or update their
current knowledge and skills. This is
particularly important in SMEs as compared
with their larger counterparts, SMEs are
normally portrayed as having a lack of
appropriate skills and being in need of
training (Gaskill et al., 1993). Evidence
collected in DTI’s ``Business in the
information age’’ report suggests that about
50 per cent of SMEs agree or strongly agree
that ICT skills shortage is one of the reasons
for UK businesses not adopting or further
developing e-commerce (DTI, 2000).
Therefore, coping with rapid changes
brought along by ICTs demands continual
education and training.

Skills shortage and importance of
training
A previous study by Cragg and King (1993)
found that one of the strongest inhibiting
factors for small firm information technology
implementation was the lack of information
system knowledge. More recent research on
e-commerce adoption confirms the same
finding. Research by Corbitt (2000) found that
there was an obvious concern that electronic
commerce was not fully understood and the
``I do not know’’ response was the prevailing
view on e-commerce understanding in
companies studied. Considering the barriers
for e-commerce adoption in SMEs, a number
of studies have been conducted to address
this issue and identified that lack of skills
and knowledge is one of the barriers for the
uptake and use of Internet and e-commerce.
Research by DTI (1998; 1999), shows that most
SME managers are not aware of the
opportunities presented to them by advanced
information technology, especially newly
emerging e-commerce and Internet business.
The surveys by DTI indicate that closely
linked to awareness, understanding and
acceptance of the information society is a
distinct lack of skills, and the lack of skills is
perceived to be the most significant barrier
to uptake of ICTs. Research by Nath et al.
(1998) reveals that training and a lack of
skilled personnel are main impediments to
implementation of the Internet and
e-commerce. The survey by Ritter and
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Walker (1999) reveals that although everyone
claimed to be moving towards Internet
business, almost 45 per cent of respondents
do not believe that their executives have the
skills and knowledge necessary to make
informed decisions regarding Internet
business strategies. BMG Research’s (1998)
report on barriers to the use of the Internet
finds that one in six owner/managers feel
that they have a lack of understanding and
knowledge. Half of the respondents (51 per
cent) feel their understanding of the Internet
is poor or very poor. More than one in three
respondents (37 per cent) do not know where
they would go for information about the
Internet and its applications for business.
Other surveys show similar results
suggesting SME managers are willing to use
these technologies, but they do not know
where to start and suffer from a lack of
guidance in using appropriate approaches for
effective technology implementation (Auger
and Gallaugher, 1997; Duan and Kinman,
2000). Therefore, there is sufficient evidence
from literature on skills and knowledge
deficiency in SMEs which are and will
continue to be a significant impediment to
the uptake of new technology, and will
increasingly disadvantage the
competitiveness of SMEs. Thus, it is essential
to address the issues of improving skills by
effective training and support.
``Skills shortage and training: a forgotten
dimension in new technology’’ is a concern
raised by Foley and Watts (1994) nearly a
decade ago, but the relationship between skills
shortage and training in ICTs deserves even
more attention presently. Skills and training
issues were often forgotten or misjudged
during the new technology appraisal process
(Foley and Watts, 1994). Poon and Swatman
(1998) find that research on the topic of the
Internet and small business points to the
importance of training and demonstrated
benefits. Education and training can bridge
the gap between development and successful
implementation of new technology (Singh,
2000). The rate of change in ICTs means that
the training of IT staff is a continual challenge
(Dench, 1998). Training can be delivered by
initial training and ongoing training (Dench,
1998). Ongoing training includes updating staff
knowledge and improving existing skills. It is
particularly essential to keep managers
educated on what is going on in order to make
informed decisions in today’s competitive
environment. Although training has been
highly regarded as an effective tool for
addressing skills shortage, small businesses
are particularly reluctant to train (Elbadri,
2001). Robert’s (1998) study of small businesses’

basic problems with computer technologies
reveals that topping the list of problems is the
lack of proper training and support.
In summary, extensive literature evidence
has been gathered on SMEs’ lack of ICTs
skills and knowledge and the imperative
needs for the provision of effective training
and education, but little research has been
devoted to address the actual training needs
of SMEs in ICTs. Nor has any attempt been
made to address this issue at a pan-European
level. This paper seeks to remedy these
deficiencies.

Research methods
This empirical study was conducted at
the end of 1999 and beginning of 2000 (see
Table I for a summary). Questionnaire
surveys were adopted in the investigations.
Although the primary objective of the survey
is to identify the training needs, other
relevant information also needs to be
collected and examined. The questionnaire is
designed to gather information in the
following areas:
company’s current use of computers;
current ICTs training provision and
respondents’ perceptions on the
effectiveness and importance of training;
and
training needs identifications in terms of
areas, levels and delivery channels.

UK survey
Survey questionnaires were sent to 950 UK
SMEs in the manufacturing sector, as
manufacturing SMEs were the initial target
group of this European Commission funded
project. The companies were chosen
randomly from the FAME database. UK
FAME (financial analysis made easy) is a
CD-ROM based database containing detailed
information on UK companies for research
and marketing. A total of 87 responses have
been received (9.2 per cent response rate) of
which 81 are usable.

Poland survey
The translated questionnaires were
distributed among 200 businesses. The Polish
authors also obtained the assistance of the
Katowice Chamber of Commerce and
Industry that acted as an intermediary with
SMEs in the Katowice area. A total of 30
usable questionnaires were collected which
represent a 15 per cent response rate. The
companies are predominantly from service
sectors (73 per cent).
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Portuguese survey
Questionnaires were sent, by mail, to 552
small and medium enterprises with less then
250 workers, located in Portugal. They were
selected from a list of Portuguese small and
medium enterprises, ranked by IAPMEI
(which is an association of the Portuguese
SMEs) as ``The best of Portuguese SMEs in
1998’’. A total of 69 usable responses were
collected through the survey which
represents a 12.5 per cent response rate. The
majority of companies responded are from
service sectors (73 per cent) and some are
from manufacturing (14 per cent),
construction (7 per cent) and
communications/utilities (3 per cent).

Result analysis and discussions
Respondent profiles
Table II shows a brief profile of respondents
and Table III presents the current situation
on the use of computers. Table II shows that

Table I
Summary of surveys conducted by participating countries
U sable respo nses received o ut of the
total se nt o ut

Re sp onse rate
(per c ent)

30 (20 0)
69 (55 2)
87 (95 0)

15 .0
12 .5
9.2

P olan d
P ortug al
UK
Table II
Respondent profiles

UK
(per cent)

P ortugal
(p er cent)

P ola nd
(per cent)

C om p any s ize num ber of em ploy ees )
<10
10-19
20-49
50-99
100-24 9
>249

0
2
20
29
49
0

0
7
38
32
23
0

14
17
13
13
20
23

Jo b title
M D/ GM /ow ner
Fina nce /acc ounts m ana ger
IT /IS m a nager
M arketing/s ales m ana ger
P roduc tion/ opera tion m ana ger
Adm inistration clerk
O thers

41
21
14
3
7
1
13

39
10
7
9
10
6
28

30
17
10
7
10
20
6

C om p uter literac y
N one
N ovice
In te rm ediate
Exte nsive
Exp ert

1
12
49
32
5

1
6
57
25
9

1
17
33
30
17

all the companies surveyed in the UK and
Portugal are SMEs, but some of the
respondents in Poland are from companies
with less than ten employees (14 per cent) and
more than 250 employees (23 per cent). The
majority of questionnaires were answered by
managing directors (about 40 per cent) and
managers in other functional areas (about
40 per cent).

The company’s current use of computers
The levels of computer literacy among
respondents are similar between the UK and
Portugal which shows that majority of
managers believe their computer skills are at
intermediate level. Poland shows a slightly
different pattern with a higher portion of
novices (17 per cent) and expert (17 per cent)
managers in computers. A cross-country
comparison on this issue may not be very
meaningful as the perceptions of computer
literacy in each sample group could be
different.
Regarding the use of computers, Table III
clearly demonstrates that the majority of
participating firms have computers with
modem and CD-ROM drive, but it is notable
that the percentage of computer usage in
Polish firms is relatively low. However, the
majority of employees do not use computers
in their work in the UK and Portugal. Only 14
per cent of firms in the UK and 16 per cent in
Portugal have more than three-quarters of its
employees using computers. A total of 56 per
cent of firms in the UK and 46 per cent in
Portugal have less than a quarter of their
employees using computers. Polish firms
surveyed have a higher proportion of
employees who use computers. This may
relate to the industry sector differences.
Regarding the functions supported by
computers, many previous research findings
reveal that computers in SMEs were
predominantly used for operational level,
rather than managerial level (Cragg and
King, 1993; Duan and Kinman, 2000; Lai,
1994). The findings from this study illustrate
that the use of computers is now being
extended from lower level data processing
and administrative functions to higher level
business/management driven functions.
Over 70 per cent of firms in the UK use
computers to support their finance/
accounting, sales, marketing, information
management, purchasing and manufacture
process control, over 78 per cent in Portugal
for finance/accounting, sales, purchasing
and human resource, and over 60 per cent in
Poland for finance/accounting and sales. The
least use of computers is training and human
resources management in the UK, research
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Table III
Use of computers
UK
(per cen t)

Po rtugal
(pe r ce nt)

P olan d
(p er cent)

U s e of IT equ ipm e nt
C om puters/P Cs/w orkstations
C om puters/P Cs w ith m odem
C om puters/P Cs w ith CD R O M drive
Lap top/n otebo ok com pu ters
P alm top co m puters (e.g. P sion organ iser, A pple N ew ton)
M ob ile ph ones, pagers, voice m ail

98
99
93
85
30
99

80
94
81
55
6
83

53
53
67
37
27
60

P rop ortion o f em plo yee s us ing c om pu ters
U p to a quarte r
U p to half
U p to three qu arter
M ore tha n three qua rte r
D on ’t know

56
22
9
14
0

46
19
13
16
1

20
17
27
33
3

B us ines s fu nc tions s u pported by c om pute rs
F inanc e/a ccou nting/ perform an ce m anag em ent
S ale s
M an aging in form a tion
P urc hasin g/ procu rem en t
M arketing
M an ufacture /proc ess c ontrol
R esea rch, deve lopm e nt, d esign and pro duction
B usiness and strategic plann ing
C ustom er service
H um an resourc es/person ne l
T ra ining

96
91
90
89
74
73
69
62
62
58
49

97
86
65
81
57
43
35
41
55
78
38

67
63
43
37
50
40
33
23
53
47
23

D o you th ink that your em ploy ees have s uffic ie nt u nde rs tan din g of
c halle ng es and b us ines s opp ortunities
p ro vide d by IC T s?
No
Y es ± som e do
Y es ± all d o

21
74
5

14
77
6

7
76
17

D o you th ink that your em ploy ees have s uffic ie nt u nde rs tan din g of IC T s
a vailable in your c om p any to ena ble them m a x im is e the c om pe titiv e
a dva ntag es th at thes e tec hn olog ie s bring ?
No
Y es ± som e do
Y es ± all d o

25
68
7

7
81
10

0
87
13

and development in Portugal, and training
and strategic planning in Poland. Although
SMEs in Poland also use computers to
support their business functions, the
percentages of companies involved are much
lower than the UK and Portugal. This clearly
indicates that although more Polish SMEs
employees use computers for their work,
computers are used less for supporting
higher-level business functions, but more for
simple routine operational functions. This
situation is similar to that in the UK a few
years ago. It is envisaged that the level of
computer usage for more strategic oriented
functions will change gradually along with
the increased awareness, improved ICTs
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knowledge and wider deployment of
computers in Polish SMEs.

Employees’ awareness of ICTs
The majority (about 75 per cent) (see Table
III) of managers in the three countries think
that only some of their employees have
sufficient understanding of the challenges
and business opportunities provided by ICTs.
A total of 21 per cent of UK managers do not
think that their employees have sufficient
understanding of ICT challenges and
opportunities, while only 7 per cent of Polish
managers believe so. Similarly, the majority
of managers in three countries think that
only some of their employees have sufficient
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understanding of ICTs available in their
companies to enable them maximise the
competitive advantages that these
technologies bring. A total of 25 per cent of
UK managers think that their employees do
not have sufficient understanding on this
issue, yet none of the Polish managers
believes so.

Current training provision
Table IV shows the results on current
training provision in participating
companies in three countries. In terms of
training provision, 53 per cent per cent of
firms in Poland, 36 per cent in the UK and 23
per cent in Portugal indicate that they never
or rarely train their employees. Most of the
companies provide training occasionally and
less than 7 per cent provide training
frequently in all three countries. Although
the implementation of ICTs requires a high
level of skills and extensive knowledge,
training provision in SMEs is still limited.
In terms of training providers, it appears
that most training is provided by experts
within the companies, while other common
training providers are IT training companies

and technology suppliers. UK firms appear to
have more training by specialist consultants
(31 per cent) than Portuguese (17 per cent)
and Polish (13 per cent) firms. Government
organizations play very limited or no role in
providing ICTs training in all countries.
The assessment of the training the
companies have already received is generally
satisfactory although since the most common
answer overall is ``moderately satisfied’’
there is room for improvement.
The final question in Table IV attempts to
identify the managers’ perception of the
importance of training in relation to the
successful implementation of ICTs. It
indicates that the majority of the respondents
in the surveyed countries believe training is
important with over 40 per cent of them
thinking that it is essential. This evidence
confirms literature assertions of the link
between training and implementation
effectiveness. It suggests a strong belief that
training could play an essential role in the
successful implementation of ICTs.

Training needs for ICTs
Literature studies reveal that a lack of skills
and expertise is one of the factors affecting

Table IV
Current training provision
UK
(p er cent)

P ortugal
(per c ent)

P ola nd
(per cent)

D o yo u p ro vid e training for your em ploy ees on IC T s
N o train ing
R arely
O cc asio nally
Q uite o fte n
Fre quen tly

15
21
37
21
6

16
7
58
17
0

23
30
30
10
7

P rov iders of training
E xpe rts w ithin the co m pan y
IT trainin g com pa nies
Te chn ology sup plie rs
Sp ecialist cons ultan t
Ac adem ic institution s
G overnm en t o rg anisations

57
56
47
31
13
3

42
29
33
17
1
0

42
42
58
13
4
4

S a tis fac tio n w ith train ing rec eived
Ve ry dissatisfie d
D issa tisfie d
M od erately sa tisfied
Sa tisfied
Ve ry satisfied

2
3
46
48
1

0
9
46
25
0

0
4
58
29
9

P e rc eptio ns o n th e im port anc e of tra ining in re latio n to th e
s uc c es s ful im p lem e ntation o f IC T s
E ssentia l
Ve ry im portant
Q uite im po rta nt
N ot very im portan t
N ot at all im portan t

36
31
31
2
0

46
25
28
0
0

40
30
30
0
0
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the successful implementation of ICTs,
including e-commerce, but no research so far
has been devoted to investigate the needs of
training in these areas. Tables V and VI
provide some survey results, which help to
identify the training needs among three
countries.
Table V displays the detailed results of the
identified training needs of ICTs, especially
Internet, EDI and e-commerce. The majority
of respondents indicate their needs in
receiving training on e-commerce, Internet,
EDI and business issues related to them. In
the UK, the most needed areas are
e-commerce (86 per cent), Internet (82 per
cent), strategic and managerial issues on the
use of ICTs (79 per cent), general knowledge
of ICTs and their use in SMEs (77 per cent).
The least needed areas highlighted are
teleworking (40 per cent), video conferencing
(46 per cent), mobile communications (51 per
cent) and multimedia (53 per cent). In
Portugal, the most needed areas are
e-commerce (91 per cent), strategic and
managerial issues on the use of ICTs (91 per
cent) and business Web page writing (87 per
cent). The relatively less important areas are

teleworking (77 per cent) and mobile
communications (77 per cent), although
demand is still high. In Poland, the most
needed areas are: business Web page writing
(81 per cent), the Internet (81 per cent) and
multimedia (81 per cent). The relatively less
important areas are: CD-ROM and electronic
storage (51 per cent) and mobile
communications (53 per cent).
It is no surprise that e-commerce is ranked
as the top priority for training in the UK and
Portugal, which may reflect the SMEs’ strong
willingness to embrace the technology. It
seems that SMEs show lower interest in
applying some of the advanced technologies,
such as teleworking. According to UK
Department of Trade and Industry’s survey,
SMEs are not yet convinced that the cost of
adopting these technologies can be justified
by the benefits (DTI, 1999). It is also
interesting to see that Polish managers show
more interest in training of technical aspect
of ICTs while UK and Portugese managers
are more keen on strategic and managerial
issues and the application of the
technologies. It is also notable that in
general, Portugese and Polish managers

Table V
Identified training needs in different areas
A re as for ICT s training
G en eral know ledge of IC Ts and its u se in SM Es
S tra te gic and m anage rial issues on the use of IC Ts
E -com m e rce
EDI
B usiness W eb p age w ritin g
Internet
Intra net a nd extran et
M ultim ed ia
N etw orking
E -m ail an d fax
C D -R O M and e lectro nic storage
V ide o-co nfe rence
M ob ile co m m unications
T elew orking

UK
(per cent)

Tra ining ne eded
Po lan d
(p er cent)

P ortugal
(p er c ent)

79
77
86
67
70
82
62
53
31
63
61
46
51
40

79
75
75
74
81
81
67
81
77
71
51
59
53
63

86
91
94
87
88
93
83
80
86
87
78
78
77
77

UK
(pe r c ent)

Po lan d
(p er c ent)

P ortugal
(p er cent)

43
38
35
27
23
19
14

50
20
27
57
30
30
20

62
58
35
32
54
32
25

Table VI
E-commerce training and support needs
C urren t tra ining a nd support nee ds for e-com m erce
B usiness stra tegies for suc cessful e-com m erce
M an aging e-com m erce ope ration s
E lec tronic m a rke t a nalysis
H ardw a re /softw are
S ecurity
Legal and tax im p lica tion s
E -com m e rce and ba nking
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demonstrate greater interest than the UK
managers in receiving training in all areas.
Is this due to the UK’s more advanced status
in ICTs applications? Or is it due to more
training already having been provided in UK
SMEs as shown in Table IV? Although the
survey was not designed to seek the
relationship between the training needs and
the level of ICTs applications, Burton (1999)
does indicate that the UK is in more
advanced use of ICTs. This may indirectly
suggest the link between these two issues.
As the literature review suggests that the
lack of e-commerce skill is more prominent
in SMEs, the survey was designed to ask
more detailed questions on e-commerce
training needs. Table VI depicts the detailed
results.
As the implementation of e-commerce will
have a profound impact on the overall
business process in a company, business
issues should always come before the
technical issues. Most importantly, ``a clear
strategy for an e-commerce solution is the
key to the door of success’’ (Cunningham,
1998) as e-commerce takes more than the
technology (Turban et al., 2000). Therefore,
companies need to treat e-commerce as a
strategic business decision, not just a
technology decision (Goldberg and Sifonis,
1998). This point is clearly reflected by the
survey in the managers’ needs for training.
Table VI shows that the most demanded area
for e-commerce training is ``business
strategies for successful e-commerce’’ (43 per
cent in UK, 62 per cent in Portugal and 50 per
cent in Poland), followed by ``managing
e-commerce operations’’ in UK (38 per cent)
and Portugal (58 per cent). However, in
Poland, the most demanded area is
``hardware/software’’ (57 per cent), followed
by e-business strategy (50 per cent).
Managers from all three countries show a
very low level of interest in training in
``e-commerce and banking’’. It may be that
SMEs envisage external purchase of these
services rather than in-house developments.
Polish managers show less enthusiasm
than those in other countries for business
issues associated with e-commerce. This
could be well explained by the TRICTSME
Report (University of Economics, 2000) which
points out that the vast majority of Polish
senior managers are inclined to see the
Internet as just another sophisticated
medium for communication rather than a
complete business solution or a new business
area. For most managers, the experience of
the Internet is limited to using e-mail and
browsing the Web in search of potential
buyers. This attitude has to be changed with
better education and training and increased

maturity of strategic and commercial
thinking.
Overall, it is evident that managers are
aware that the appropriate e-commerce
strategy and management is vital for any
business and it should be considered as the
most important area for training and
support. These findings are also confirmed
by a focus group analysis conducted by
Mullins et al. (2000) which shows that
strategic issues are very important for SMEs,
but managers are not sure what strategy they
should follow due to a lack of knowledge. It is
not surprising to find that even if the right
strategy has been implemented, managing
e-commerce operations is also considered a
vital area, which needs further support.

Training levels
In terms of training levels for those who have
indicated the need for the training, Table VII
indicates the general trend in that most of
respondents would like to be trained at the
beginner and intermediate level although the
levels vary according to the training areas.
For example, on average 46 per cent of
training on business Web page writing is
required at beginner level, 36 per cent at
intermediate level and 18 per cent at
advanced level, while 33 per cent of training
on the strategic and managerial issues of
ICTs is required at beginner level, 55 per cent
at intermediate level and 13 per cent at the
advanced level. The training on e-commerce
is required at both higher beginner level (30
per cent) and advanced level (24 per cent).
This may reflect the variability in different
levels of e-commerce adoption among SMEs.
The required low level of training seems to
confirm other research findings on the lower
awareness and knowledge of ICTs among
SMEs.
Although the general pattern for the
required level of training among the three
countries is not dissimilar, it is notable that
Polish companies require more advanced
training in some areas, such as: e-commerce,
Internet, Multimedia and teleworking. Would
this suggest that Polish employees have
higher skills in these areas? Or is this related
to the Polish managers’ attitudes toward
ICTs as a tool rather than business enabler,
discussed before. We believe the latter factor
could contribute to this difference.

Training delivery methods
Training can be delivered through different
channels. It would be interesting to see how
managers would like to be trained. Table VIII
shows that managers have different
preferences in receiving training in ICTs.
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Table VIII
Training delivery methods
Pre ferre d delivery m etho ds fo r IC Ts training
On site trainin g usin g e xterna l resou rce s
Off site training by train ing organis ation s
On site trainin g by internal e xpert
Co m pu te r-based self training de livered by C D -R O M
Co m pu te r-based self training m aterials do w n loade d through the Interne t
W eb-ba sed self tra ining d elive red throug h the Intern et
The most preferred way of receiving training
in the UK and Portugal is ``on site by external
resources’’ and in Poland is ``off site by
training organisations’’. ``Computer-based
self training delivered by CD-ROM’’ comes as
the second preferred training method in the
UK, but as the least preferred in Portugal.
Polish companies are less keen on receiving
training with ``Web-based self training
delivered through the Internet’’. It is
interesting to note that UK companies are
more enthusiastic in using computer based
training systems than the other two
countries. This could also be related to the
more advanced ICTs infrastructure and
deployment in the UK than in less developed
countries such as Poland where reliability of
telecommunications will impede Web-based
delivery.
In general, it appears that Web-based
self-training through the Internet is less
popular than some of the other methods. This
is particularly true in Poland and Portugal.
Considering the hurdles of slow Internet
access speed, especially in developing
countries, such as Poland, it is not surprising
to see that managers would like to have
off-line training with CD-ROM. However, it is
anticipated that on-line training, particularly
at the advanced level, will become more
popular with the increase of the Internet
bandwidth. Findings from this question
provide a sound base for the authors in
deciding how a computer-based self-training
system should be developed and delivered.

Conclusions
The rapid advancement of information and
communication technologies and its
application by business seems to be
accompanied by an increasingly widened gap
between the required level of ICTs skills and
knowledge and the actual level possessed by
managers and employees. This is even more
evident in SMEs as they are normally lacking
resources to provide training for less skilled
employees and to attract or retain highly
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skilled workforces. As SMEs are eager to
embrace e-commerce and e-business and
attempt to turn the e-commerce opportunities
into real business benefits, lack of skills and
expertise become a major barrier for
e-commerce adoption and successful
implementation. This paper attempts to
contribute to skill improvement by
investigating ICTs training needs in three
different countries and provide general
guidelines for the design and development of
a pan-European Web-based training system
for the use of ICTs in SMEs.
In terms of ICTs training needs, the
findings from this three-country study show
high demand on training in various ICTs
areas, ranging from e-commerce and its
strategy development in the UK and Portugal
and business Web page writing and the
Internet in Poland. Managers in the UK and
Portugal are more aware of the potential
impact of ICTs in their overall business
strategies, thus emphasising their need for
understanding long-term issues and business
and managerial aspects of e-commerce.
However, since Polish managers tend to
regard the Internet as another technology
tool, they seem to focus on short-term issues
and technical aspect of ICTs. Therefore, there
is a need to raise managers’ awareness on the
importance of strategic issues in less
developed countries, such as Poland, when
designing the training system.
Findings on current training provision
suggest that training is not provided
regularly or with fully satisfactory
effectiveness in most SMEs. When SMEs are
involved in training, the majority of them are
trained by experts within the company and it
may therefore be interesting in future
research to assess how up to date such
experts are. Web- or CD-ROM based training
systems, where such currency could be
maintained, need to focus on beginning and
intermediate levels, although there are some
demands at advanced levels. All three
countries seem to demonstrate a similar
pattern on the level of training needed, but
not the preferred ways of training delivery.
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The finding on the training delivery channels
suggests that the CD-ROM based self-training
system is much less favoured in Poland and
Portugal, but is the second preferred method
in the UK. Also an on-line training system
will not be commonly accepted in Poland as
only 7 per cent of companies would like to use
Journal of European Industrial it. Polish firms are more likely to accept an
Training
off-line self-training system provided on
26/9 [2002] 430±441
CD-ROM or downloaded through the
Internet.
This three-country analysis sheds some
light on differences in developed and
developing countries represented in this
study. It shows that UK SMEs provide more
training than Portugal and Poland, but
Polish managers are keener on taking
training in ICTs. UK managers are more
aware of the strategic implication of ecommerce and willing to receive more
education on the related issues, but Polish
managers treat the technology as a
supporting tool, and thus are more
enthusiastic on training from a technical
point of view. Attempts to underpin the
differences reveal some gaps which call for
further investigations, including the need for
comparative research on the e-commerce
adoption and success in different European
countries, comparative study on the
managers’ attitudes and perceptions on ICTs
benefits and implications, and research to
establish the relationships between training
and ICTs success in SMEs in developed and
developing countries.
The research has certain limitations due to
its limited sample size and target groups.
Therefore caution is needed when attempting
to generalise the findings to different
countries or to large organizations. Cross
analysis with size and business sectors in
different countries would further our
knowledge and understanding on some
issues addressed in the paper. Therefore
This research forms an
important part of a pilot
further research can be suggested to conduct
project TRICTSME which is this analysis by developing appropriate
supported by the
commission of the European research hypotheses with adequate sample
size in each country.
Communities under the
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also provide valuable information to policy
makers, SMEs training organisations,
SME consultants, as well as academic
researchers.
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